Final Score: Thiel 24, CWRU 14

125 – Adam Kates (CWRU) dec. over Devyn Giovengo (TC), 9-2 3-0 CWRU
133 – Alec Hoover (CWRU) tech. fall over Matthew O'Connor (TC), 17-1 8-0 CWRU
141 – Andrew Hoover (CWRU) dec. over Vincent Mion (TC), 5-2 11-0 CWRU
149 – Lukas McClain (TC) dec. Brandon Barton (CWRU), 8-7 11-3 CWRU
157 – Jason Miller (TC) tech. fall over Jack Chipps (CWRU), 16-1 11-8 CWRU
165 – Isaac Collier (CWRU) dec. over Austin Bonacci (TC), 3-2 14-8 CWRU
174 – Dylan Proper (TC) maj. dec. over Aidan McCooey (CWRU), 13-5 14-12 CWRU
184 – Dominic Farabaugh (TC) pin over Brian Kent (CWRU), 2:37 18-14 TC
197 – Gage Gladysz (TC) dec. Gavin Dersh-Fisher (CWRU), 2-1 21-14 TC
285 – Tyler Brooks (TC) dec. Grant Robinson (CWRU), 6-4 24-14 TC

Team Records

CWRU: 0-2
Thiel: 4-1